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Students of the University of Technology have
exceeded in aircraft design. The PIK-11 “Tumppu”,
designed by Kai Mellen and Ilkka Lounamaa in the
1950’s, flying over Helsinki in 1953.
Photo: The Finnish Aeronautical Association / Finnish
Aviation Museum.

TO THE SPECTATORS
OF THE KAIVOPUISTO
AIR SHOW
welcome to the kaivopuisto air show, a great
event of the finlands 100th anniversary.

The Air Force I.V.L. A22 Hansa
spread smoke over the harbor during
an Air Show in the 1920’s.
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Photo: Finnish Air Force / Finnish
Aviation Museum.

You are participating a unique event. Never before
has a Finnish museum held such a public celebration.
Thanks to our numerous partners, we succeeded in
gathering a crowd of performers we can be proud of.
It is especially delighted to offer this unique event in
the most beautiful location in the City for free. Such
an opportunity won’t repeat often, and it is great that
You, as spectators, are with us writing new chapters in
the history of Finnish aviation.
The Kaivopuisto Air Show also helps preserving the
heritage of Finnish aviation. Public support is vital in
our mission to finally build up-to-date premises for a
national Aviation Museum. Thus, this paper also works
as a ticket to the Finnish Aviation Museum in Vantaa.
Welcome to the interesting World of Aviation – enjoy
what you see, but cover your ears!

HELSINKI – AN AVIATION CITY
the city of helsinki is located between the
east and west, at the shores of the gulf of
finland. the city has seen the development of
aircraft as a means of progress, welfare and
destruction since the early 20th century.

Aero’s Junkers G 24 with its passengers
in Katajanokka, in 1926. Photo: Finnair /
Finnish Aviation Museum.

The current Helsinki Airport continues this heritage as
a gateway between the East and West, and connects
Helsinki into the international route network.
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the first passenger flights departed from Helsinki
almost a century ago. Aero Ltd (current Finnair Plc)
opened a route from the Katajanokka Seaplane Harbour
to Tallinn and Stockholm already in 1924. Between 1936
and 1952, the airline operated from the current Malmi
Airport (1936/1938) ever further into Europe.

For almost a century, several air clubs have provided
the opportunity for the locals to practice aviation at
the coastal areas and the Malmi airport in many forms
– powered flying, gliding, aeromodelling and parachuting. In 2017, the Malmi Airport is still the center of pilot
training and sports aviation in Finland. Malmi offers a
display window in the world of aviation, and provides a
starting point for those seeking a career in aviation.

KL2017
kaivariairshow.fi
#kaivari2017

Pilot training with the Caudron C.60 in Santahamina 24.3.1927. Photo: Finnish Air Force.
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Text: Tapio Juutinen | Translation: Valeri Saltikoff

the air show commentary (mostly in finnish)
is broadcasted on
metro helsinki radio
frequency 95,2 and
supla.

This publication will provide you with lots of information about the performers, history of Finnish air
shows and the Finnish Aviation Museum – the main
organizer. In particular, we wish to bring up the history
of Kaivopuisto and its surroundings as a colorful
venue of Finnish aviation. This location has not been
chosen as the venue of Finland’s 100th Anniversary Air
Show by chance!

The Daredevils of the Skies were a frequent
visitor of the 1950’s Air Shows, featuring the
wing-walker Anneli ”Luumu” Linna.
Photo: Kai Mellen / Finnish Aviation Museum

Bücker Bü 131 Jungmann OH-SIL and
Mr·z M1C Sokol OH-BKJ competing at the
Helsinki Air Show in the early 1950’s.

The RAF Hunters visited Helsinki in 1957.
Goodwins solo plane over the Helsinki
Cathedral, taken from the tower of the
main fire station. Photo: Yrjö Sarilahti /
Finnish Aviation Museum
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Military aviation has had a strong handprint in the City
since the First World War. The Air Force pilot training,
established in the 1920’s, started in Santahamina,
Helsinki before moving to Kauhava before the Second
World War. At the same time, Finnish aircraft industry
took its first steps at the islands of Suomenlinna and
Santahamina, providing aircraft for the Air Force.
Helsinki has also educated professionals of aircraft
design. The Helsinki University of Technology (part
of Aalto University since 2011) began teaching aircraft
engineering in 1940, in Hietalahti.
Helsinki has also witnessed the destructive power
of the Air Force during the Second World War. The
Soviet long-distance bomb group poured havoc in the
city during both the Winter War and the Continuation
War. Only the successful air defense prevented the
total destruction of the City.
Helsinki, if any, is an Aviation City!
Read more about the Aviation History of Helsinki:
ilmailumuseo.fi/helsingin-ilmailuhistoriaa

Almost a Century of Air Shows over
the Centre of Helsinki
For almost a Century, citizens of Helsinki have witnessed the development of aviation on the skies of
their hometown. Air Shows were a frequent event in
Helsinki from the 1920’s to the 1960’s, apart from the
War Years.
The first contact with aviation was already during the
reign of Emperor Alexander III. The first known manned
balloon flight in Helsinki was made by the Polish Karl
Saks in 1886, from what is now Narinkkatori in front
of the Kamppi Shoppin Centre. The unfortunate flight
ended with Saks drowning in the sea near Harmaja.
Despite the Air Force being founded, the public had
little understanding of the concept of the aircraft.
In the 1920’s and 1930’s, various air shows and flying
competitions, arranged during wintertime at Katajanokka and Kruunuvuorenselkä, presented the wonders
of aviation as well as the role of the Air Force.

The first notable aviation-themed public event in Kaivopuisto was the “Flying Week”, arranged in Summer
1920 by the Aviation Force and the private Aviation Club
(Ilmailuklubi). The program included, among others, the
first parachute jump in Finland – a Swedish lieutenant
Raoul Törnblad jumped from an altitude of 500 meters,
and landed in the sea near the Harakka island.
During the decade, popular Air Force pilots’ landing competitions at Kruunuvuorenselkä expanded
eventually into large-scale public events with diverse
programs. Apart from individual performers, team
aerobatics had established its role as a popular number by the 1930’s.
Prior to the Second World War, the Air Defense Association arranged air shows in Hietaniemi, Katajanokka and
Kaivopuisto. Between 1950 and 1955, the Finnish Aeronautical Association held several large-scale air shows
in Central Helsinki, having almost all aircraft types in
the country as performers. In addition to fearless wing
walkers, the Air Force Messerschmitt and Vampire
fighters attracted crowds of tens of thousands.

Later, several domestic and foreign aerobatic teams
have been spotted from the cliffs of Kaivopuisto. In
1957, the Royal Air Force Hawker Hunters performed
in Helsinki. During the height of the Cold War, American SkyBlazers (1961) and Blue Angels (1965) visited
Helsinki. The Red Arrows of the Royal Air Force is the
last foreign team to have performed a full show in
Kaivopuisto, in 1970.
In 2017, the tradition continues as the Kaivopuisto
Air Show, arranged by the Finnish Aviation Museum,
takes place.
Read more about Air Shows in Helsinki:
ilmailumuseo.fi/hgin-lentonaytosten-historiaa

The Red Arrows flying in Greece
in 2015. Photo: Red Arrows Photographic Team.

RED ARROWS
RETURNING TO KAIVOPUISTO
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the lead performer of the kaivopuisto air
show is the royal air force aerobatic team,
the red arrows. the team returns to kaivopuisto after almost five decades.

Text: Tapio Juutinen | Translation: Valeri Saltikoff

it was early afternoon on Saturday the 26th of September 1970. A crowd of thousands had gathered to the
shores of Kaivopuisto, waiting in anticipation. Suddenly, nine bright-red jet fighters in a tight diamond
formation – the Red Arrows, led by Squadron Leader
Dennis Hazell.
The performance of one of the most skilled aerobatic
teams in the World included precise formations and
breathtaking solo performances by Ian Dick and Richard
Duckett, almost touching the treetops of the Harakka
Island. As the Ilmailu-magazine put it, the show was a
huge propaganda performance for all aviation.
The visit of the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team,
founded in 1965, went as planned. The Hawker-Siddley
Gnat jet trainers arrived from Gaydon to the Helsinki
Airport, via Aalborg, accompanied with a huge Hercules support aircraft on Friday night, 25.9.
The schedule was tight. Straight after the Kaivopuisto show the Team flew to Turku, where they gave
another performance later the same night. A third
performance was given the following day at Tampere,
from where the visitors returned to their home base,
again via Denmark.

The 1970 show was not the last time the
Red Arrows were seen in the Capital Area,
however. The Team visited Helsinki again in
1977 and 1984, participating in the great Helsinki Air
Shows. By the time of the 1984 Air Show, the Gnats
had been replaced with the new BAE Hawk advanced
jet trainers – the current aircraft of the Team.
Since then, the Red Arrows have performed in Lappeenranta in 1999 and in Kauhava in 2006.
The Red Arrows consists of frontline fighter pilots of
the Royal Air Force. The current commanding officer
is Wing Commander Martin Higgins, and the team
of nine BAE Hawks is led by Squadron Leader David
Montenegro (Red 1).

Solo Pilots Ian Dick and Richard Duckett
performed breathtaking flybys at an incredibly low altitude. The Koirasaari oil station
is seen on the background. Photo: Finnish
Aviation Museum.
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Fouga pilots of the Finnish Air Force in 1963.
From left to right: 1st lt. Kalle Susi, 1st lt.
Folke Nordman, Maj. Erkki Penttilä, 1st ltn.
Erkki Parviainen, 1st lt. Martti Pakarinen and
Lt. Mauri Peltomaa. Photo: A-Lehdet Ltd. /
Finnish Aviation Museum.
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– FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF COUNT VON ROSEN
the development of the air force permanently changed the nature of warfare in the
conflicts of the 20th century. aerial warfare
was widely used for the first time in the first
world war.
Although the aerial operations of the war were by
later standards quite limited, most of the forms of
later aerial warfare developed during the First World
War. The simple reconnaissance planes of the early
war developed into strike and bomber aircraft capable
of attacking ground targets, as well as fighters specializing in air-to-air combat.
After the First World War the significance of the Air Force
continued to increase. The demands of warfare have also
led to a rapid development in aircraft technology.

VESIPUISTO & KYLPYLÄ

One of the oldes
Air Forces in the world
Flying corps were developed in the newly independent Finland already in 1918. As one of the oldest air
defense branches in the world it celebrates its own
100th anniversary next year. The new defense branch
was named Aviation Force in 1919. It has been known
as the Finnish Air Force since 1928.
The history of the Finnish Air Force goes back to
the Finnish Civil War of 1918. The Swedish count Eric
von Rosen donated the Finnish White Army a Thulin
D-type airplane. The aircraft was handed over on
March 6th 1918 – the Air Force still celebrates its anniversary on 6th of March.

Text: Valeri Saltikoff

THE FINNISH AIR FORCE
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Midnight Hawks.
Photo: Rich Cooper, COAP.

The Early Years
During the early years of independence, the entire
concept of Air Force was new. Thus the entire defense
branch had to be started from scratch. In the 1920’s
and 1930’s the defense branch sought its course of
conduct via several development programs, consulting
foreign specialists. Focus shifted from early seaplanes
towards land-based aircraft, and there were discussions
on whether emphasis should be on offensive, bomber
based or defensive, fighter-based strategy. Especially
during the early years the budget was limited, which
affected executing the development programs.
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The results of the development work were put to a
sudden test in November 1939, at the outbreak of the
Winter War. Seriously outnumbered, the Finnish Air
Forces concentrated primarily on defensive fighter
interception and reconnaissance. The skills of Finnish
fighter pilots, combined with modern fighter tactics,
proved to be successful – Finnish fighters managed to
cause serious losses to the enemy, and prevented the
enemy from gaining air superiority.

After the Wars
The Paris Peace Treaty of 1947 included some severe
restrictions to the Finnish Air Force. The total strength
was restricted to 60 combat aircraft and 3.000
personnel, bombers and missile weapons were banned
altogether. Restrictions, lack of resources and Finland’s
position as a neutral country complicated among
other things weapons trade. The first jet fighters were
acquired in the early 1950’s, but it took until the 1960’s
and 1970’s for the Air Force to reach the level of international development with Soviet MiG-21s and Swedish
Saab Drakens. The current fighter fleet, consisting of
American F/A-18 Hornet fighters, was acquired in the
1990’s, and the Hornets are to be replaced by 2030.
The organization of the Finnish Air Force has changed
several times during its history. The origins of the cur-

rent organization goes back to the year 1952, when the
Defense Forces underwent a major revision. During
the revision, War-Time Flight Regiments were changed
into Air Commands. Nowadays, the fighter squadrons
are centralized to the Karelian Air Command in
Kuopio and Lapland Air Command in Rovaniemi, with
transport and liaison aircraft, as well as test flights
focused in the Satakunta Air Command in Pirkkala.
The Air Force Headquarters, as well as the Air Force
Academy, are located in Tikkakoski, Jyväskylä.
Nowadays the Finnish Air Force is responsible for the
aerial defense and integrity of Finland. It also participates, if needed, in international crisis management.
The Finnish Air Force employs over 2.000 people –
both military and non-military – and it trains around
1.300 conscripts each year.

A Pioneer of Finnish Aviation

vl viima ii – a finnish-design
trainer from the 1930’s
The Viima II biplane, designed by the State Aircraft
Factory, was used as a trainer aircraft in the 1940’s
and 1950’s. After being decommissioned, several
Viimas were sold to civilian operators.
The Viima performing at the Kaivopuisto Air Show
(OH-VIG, former VI-3) is owned by Phil Lawton. It is
one of two Viimas in flying condition in Finland. The
aircraft was purchased in 2015 from abroad.

Photo: Tom Edvardsson.

saab safir – a post-war basic trainer
The Swedish Saab 91 D Safir was used as the Air
Force basic trainer from the late 1950’s to the 1980’s.

The Air Force has had a huge influence in the development of Finnish Aviation also on a larger scale. In the
early years of Finnish independence the Aviation Force
was the only organization to practice aviation on a
professional level, the only official to monitor aviation
and the only organization providing pilot training. The
Finnish Air Defence Association (Suomen Ilmapuo
lustusliitto), predecessor of the Finnish Aeronautical
Association (Suomen Ilmailuliitto) had close ties to the
Air Force. Also, the majority of Aero’s (current Finnair)
pilots had a military background up until the 1950’s.

The Safirs performing at the Kaivopuisto Air Show are
owned by civilian operators.

Also, the history of Finnish aircraft industry is closely
related to the history of the Air Force. The Aviation
Force founded its own aircraft factory in 1920 in
Suomenlinna, Helsinki. This later became the State
Aircraft Factory (Valtion Lentokonetehdas), which
in time was merged into the State Metal Factories
(Valmet Ltd). Nowadays, the legacy of Finnish aircraft
industry is continued by the aerospace and defense
company Patria Plc, founded in the 1990’s.

The two Fougas, performing at the Kaivopuisto Air
Show belong to the Silver Jets Aerobatic Team, founded
in 2014. Both aircraft are in civilian ownership.

fouga magister (silver jets) –
the final step into the jet age

Photo: Jyrki Laukkanen.

The French Fouga CM 170 Magister jet was used as
the Air Force jet trainer from the late 1950’s to the
1980’s – Finland’s first jet trainer meant the final step
into the jet age for the Finnish Air Force.

Photo: Börje Hielm / Suomen
Ilmailumuseo.
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Finland International Airshow 15.8.2015. Members of the DC-Association boarding the DC-3
OH-LCH at the Finland International Air Show,
15.8.2015. Photo: Sonja Leppänen / Finnish
Aviation Museum.

saab draken – predecessor of the hornets

Saab Draken. Photo: Jyrki Laukkanen / Suomen Ilmailumuseo.

Swedish Saab 35 Draken interceptors flew in the Finnish Air Force from the 1970s to the 1990s, alongside
Soviet MiG-21 fighters. At the time, half of the Air
Force fighters were purchased from the West and half
from the East.
The Draken performing at the Kaivopuisto Air Show is
a two-seat variant, operated by the Swedish Air Force
Historical Flight.

midnight hawks –
twenty years of aerobatic display
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Midnight Hawks.
Photo: Rich Cooper, COAP.

The Finnish Air Force Display Team Midnight Hawks
celebrates its 20th anniversary. The Team, founded in
1997, has its background in the former Air Force Training Air Wing. The Midnight Hawks flies four BAE Hawks,
the current jet trainers of the Air Force. The pilots
serve as flight instructors at the Air Force Academy.
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The current main fighter of the Finnish Air Force is
the American McDonnell-Douglas (current Boeing)
F/A-18 C/D Hornet.

F/A-18 Hornet. Photo: Michael
de Boer, Aviation Photo Crew.

Finland chose the Hornet in 1992, to succeed the aging
MiG-21 and Saab Draken fighters. After two major
upgrades, the life-cycle of the Hornets is estimated to
last until the 2020’s. In 2015, the Ministry of Defense
launched the HX Fighter Program, aiming to replace
the capabilities of the Hornet fleet.

nhindustries nh90 (finnish army) –
the army’s transport helicopter
The helicopter fleet of the Finnish Defense Forces was
moved from the Air Force to the Army in 1997 – the
20-year-old Helicopter Battalion is part of the Utti
Jaeger Regiment. The current European NH90 Transport Helicopters were introduced in 2008.

NH90. Photo: Geert Van De Put

THE
FINNAIR
STORY
– FROM THE DOCKS OF KATAJANOKKA TO THE ASIAN ROUTES
air traffic started in europe soon after the
first world war. in 1924, 17 european countries had their own airlines.

which is located under the current Katajanokka
Terminal. Thus, the Finnish air traffic took off from the
shores and islands of Central Helsinki.

Finland followed this development – the first two
airlines, focusing mostly on sightseeing flights, were
founded in early 1920’s. The Flyg Aktiebolaget – Lento
Osakeyhtiö and Suomen Ilmailuliikenne Oy, based in
Helsinki on the islands of Pikku-Kuusisaari and Luoto,
quit operations within a couple of years, handing their
aircraft over to the Aviation Force.

During its first flight Aero’s Junkers F.13, which could
carry up to four passengers, carried mail from Helsinki
to Tallinn. Passenger flights started the same year.
Later, the route network expanded from Helsinki to
Stockholm, together with the Swedish AB Aerotransport (ABA). During the first year of operations, Aero
carried 269 passengers.

In Autumn 1923 Bruno Lucander, a businessman from
Helsinki, founded the Aero Ltd, which started operating from Helsinki to Tallinn the following year. The
flights took off from the Katajanokka Seaplane Harbor,

Aero Ltd established its operations during the 1920’s.
The first three-engine aircraft, the Junkers G.24
“Suomi”, was purchased in 1926. By the end of the
decade, the airline had a total of five aircraft. The

Text: Juha Klemettinen |Translation: Valeri Saltikoff

f/a-18 hornet – the main fighter type of the
finnish air force

Aero’s first aircraft type, the Junkers F.13 on
skis in the 1920’s.
Photo: Finnair / Finnish Aviation Museum

routes to Continental Europe. Aero was assigned as
a Civil Squadron under the Finnish Air Force, maintaining vital foreign connections. After the strenuous
War Years, the airline was in a difficult situation. The
aircraft of the fleet were worn out, and the future was
uncertain. The Government of Finland secured the
future of the airline by purchasing the majority of its
stock – thus making Aero a national airline.
After the War, Aero’s fleet Americanized. Old, German
Junkers were replaced with Douglas DC-3 airliners,
purchased from the U.S. Army depot. The first DC-3
aircraft were registered in Finland in April 1947. The
OH-LCH performing in the Kaivopuisto Air Show, currently operated by the DC-Association, arrived in 1948.
In the past 70 years, there has always been at least

one DC-3 in the Finnish civilian aircraft register. The
DC-3 was the aircraft that secured Aero’s future as a
successful European airline by the beginning of the
1950’s. American Convair 340 airliners were purchased
in the early 1950’s to replace the DC-3s, and newer
Convair 440 Metropolitans in the mid-1950’s.
In 1968, Aero Ltd officially changed its name to Finnair.
The old name still shows in the airline designator “AY”.
Co-operation with Douglas (later McDonnell-Douglas,
nowadays Boeing) deepened particularly in the 1960’s
and 1970’s, during the directorship of Gunnar Korhonen. The airline acquired DC-8 and DC-10 aircraft for
long-distance flights, and DC-9 airliners for shorter
routes. These aircraft and their successors were
operated until 2000’s.
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Taken on April 16, 2017 - Nordic Regional
Airlines (Norra) ATR 72-500 flight AY122
(RIX-HEL) landing Helsinki-Vantaa Airport
rwy 04R. Photo: Valentin Hintikka CC BY 2.0

Passengers of the Aero Ltd boarding the DC-3
airliner at Malmi in the early 1950’s. Photo:
Ilmailu / Finnish Aviation Museum

era of seaplanes at Katajanokka ended in 1936, as air
traffic moved from sea to land. Aero’s new home base
was the newly-built Malmi Airport.
In the early years, air traffic focused on passenger
routes to Tallinn and Stockholm, as well as carrying
air mail. On the route to Stockholm, a stop-over was
made at the Artukainen airport in Turku. Regular

domestic routes started in 1937, when Aero acquired
two British De Havilland D.H.89 Dragon Rapide aircraft, which could carry eight passengers. The aircraft
were nicknamed “Salama” and “Lappi”.
By the time of the Second World War, Aero had
established a thorough route network to Europe. The
outbreak of the War, however, severed most of the

Aero’s new Super Caravelle in Helsinki,
Summer 1964. Photo: Finnish Aviation
Museum.

Finnair’s first Airbus A350XWB OH-LWA has
arrived to the Helsinki Airport in October
2015. Photo: Jyrki Komulainen / Finavia.
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European aircraft weren’t entirely unfamiliar to Aero.
The airline entered Jet Age with French Sud Aviation
(later part of Aérospatiale) Caravelle’s, and the airline
had since operated for instance Fokker F.27- and
Aérospatiale ATR -airliners. The ATR performing at
the Kaivopuisto Air Show belongs to the airline Norra
(Nordic Regional Airlines), which operates some of
Finnair’s domestic and European routes.

aircraft in Finland. In the mid-1990’s, co-operation
with Airbus really deepened, as Finnair ordered the
first 12 Airbus A320 airliners. The Airbus fleet grew in
the 2000’s, as Finnair received its first Airbus A340
airliner for long-distance routes in 2006. Renovation
of the long-distance fleet was completed in 2007, as
the airline received several A330 and A340 airliners to
replace the aging MD-11s.

As the volumes of air traffic grew in the 1960’s,
aircraft manufacturers began designing wide-body
airliners. Several European manufacturers started
developing a wide-body airliner as a joint effort, as a
response to their American competitors. As a result,
the French Aérospatiale and West-German Deutsche
Aerospace formed the Airbus consortium in 1970, in
which the British Hawker Siddeley, the Dutch Fokker
and the Spanish CASA later joined. The first aircraft
designed by Airbus, the Airbus A300 flew its maiden
flight in 1972. It was the first twin-engine wide-body
airliner in the world.

In the mid-1990’s, however, Finnair really moved from
American aircraft to European. In 1997, the airline
searched a short-distance airliner, to replace the
retiring DC-9 aircraft. Airbus won its American counterparts in a bidding contest, and Finnair ordered the
first twelve Airbus A320 airliners. Nowadays two thirds
of the Finnair fleet consists of aircraft manufactured
by Airbus.

In 1986, Finnair leased two Airbus A300B4 widebody airliners. The aircraft were handed over to
the subsidiary Kar-Air. These were the first Airbus

In 2005, Finnair placed an order for nine Airbus A350
XWB aircraft. Finnair was the first European airline to
receive the new aircraft in 2016. The participation of
Finnair’s new flagship in the Kaivopuisto Air Show is a
rare occasion, and offers a unique opportunity to see
the A350 XWB from a close distance.

GRIPEN
– THE SMART FIGHTER
When safeguarding people and society advanced air power capabilities is key.
Gripen is a highly capable multi-role fighter designed to counter any threat
and handle any operational task. Power, flexibility, efficiency – Gripen has them
all in perfect balance and is ready for action.
Fuelled by Saab’s innovative thinking at every stage of its development,
Gripen is more than a fighter: it’s a national asset that protects your sovereignty
and independence, and empowers your nation for a secure future. That’s why
we call it: The Smart Fighter.

www.saab.fi
www.gripen.com
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The Air Show commentary (mostly in Finnish) is broadcasted
on Metro Helsinki radio frequency 95,2 and Supla.
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Pilot training at the Malmi airport in 1955, by
the Finnish Aeronautical Association. From
left to right: Sarhila (teacher), Perkinen and
Leppäluoto. Photo: Savolainen / Ilmailu / Finnish
Aviation Museum.

(Finnish Air Defense Association) was founded, its
purpose to “advance Finnish Aviation, and in particular, Air Defense”. The new umbrella organization had
member clubs all around Finland.

in 1945, the Association immediately started to invigorate both its own activity and Finnish aviation in general
by organizing large-scale air shows and other events.
This revived interest in aviation in post-war Finland.

The Air Defense Association arranged air shows and
public events to make aviation known to the public. It
also advanced pilot training and aviation as a hobby.
For instance, gliding became popular in the 1930’s, as
well as aeromodelling clubs for the youth. The Association had close relations to the Air Force - often the
teachers of flying courses were Air Force personnel.

Nowadays the Finnish Aeronautical Association is the is
the national and central organization of sport aviation
in Finland, its activities include powered flying, gliding,
experimental flying, ultralight flying, hang gliding, paragliding, parachuting, ballooning, ascending parachutes
and aeromodelling. The Association is a member of
both FAI and the Finnish Olympic Committee, owns the
majority of Suomen Urheiluilmailuopisto (Finnish Sports
Aviation Academy) - arranging courses via the Academy and publishes the Ilmailu-magazine (Aviation).

The close ties to the Air Force eventually became the
downfall of the Air Defence Association. The Moscow
Armstice, which was signed after the Continuation
War, demanded Finland to dissolve “all pro-Hitler
organisations (of a Fascist type), whether political,
military or para-military”. The Air Defence Association
was disbanded in 1945. It transferred, however, its
operations to The Aviation Club (founded in 1919)
which, having formally resigned from the Association
and being a member of the international FAI, was considered politically nonaligned and non-military. Thus
in 1945, the Aviation Club became the current Suomen
Ilmailuliitto (The Finnish Aeronautical Association).
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The early years of the Aeronautical Association were
difficult. There was a ban of flying in Finland, effective
directly following the war. The political neutrality of the
Aeronautical Association was disputed, and the State
Police followed the Association closely. Also, the financial situation was dire. After the ban of flying was lifted

Arctic Eagles - In the footsteps
of the Daredevils of the Skies
The Arctic Eagles Aerobatic Team, founded by Raimo
Nikkanen, Tapio Pitkänen and Miikka Rautakoura, follows in the footsteps of the grand old man of Finnish
civilian aerobatics, Seppo Saario.
Saario became known in the 1950’s, performing in
the popular shows of the Daredevils of the Skies. In
the 1970’s and 1980’s, Saario performed in numerous
air shows, both solo and leading his own aerobatic
team Red Birds. The Arctic Eagles, founded in 2013,
performs in the Kaivopuisto Air Show flying three
aerobatic biplanes built by Saario himself.

THE FINNISH AERONAUTICAL ASSOCIATION

– THE HISTORY OF FINNISH GENERAL AVIATION
the wright brothers’ first flight in december
1903 aroused huge interest in aviation. flying
clubs were founded all over the world – the
international aeronautical association fai
(fédération aéronautique internationale)
was founded already in 1905.
The interest in aviation arrived in Finland too – then
a grand duchy of the Great Russian Empire. The First
aviation association, Aeroklubi (the Aero Club) was
founded in 1909, but disbanded already the following

year – probably due to political reasons. The idea persisted, however, and led to the founding of Ilmailuklubi
(The Aviation Club) after Finland became independent, in November 1919 in Helsinki.
The Aviation Club arranged flying competitions and
other aviation activities, but mostly in the Helsinki
area. In the 1920, interest for a national association
evoked, one that would also serve the interests of
the Aviation Forces founded in 1918. The new defense
branch had a dire need of making itself known to
people. In December 1925, Suomen Ilmapuolustusliitto

Arctic Eagles.
Photo: Tuomo Salonen

The famous aerobatic pilot Seppo Saario in
the cockpit of his Pitts S-1 Special OH XPA
in 1976. Photo: Matti Haapavaara / Finnish
Aviation Museum.
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dornier do-228
The current airplane fleet of the Air Patrol Guard
consists of two German Dornier DO-228 -aircraft,
acquired in 1995. The aircraft does border control
flights and environmental patrols.
The crew of the Air Patrol Guard Dornier DO-228
airplanes includes three to four members. The aircraft
can carry a maximum of four passengers.
Photo: Katsuhiko Tokunaga / DACT INC

as332 / h215 super puma
The Finnish Border Guard acquired three French
middle-weight AS332 Super Puma helicopters in
mid-1980’s, to replace the older Mi-8 helicopters.
In 2016, the Air Patrol Squadron acquired two more
updated H215-versions of the Super Puma, making
the total amount five.
The Finnish Super Pumas saved dozens of passengers when the M/S Estonia sank in Baltic Sea in 1994.
The crew of the Air Patrol Squadron Super Puma
helicopters include five members, and they can
carry up to 20 passengers.
Photo: Jonathan Young / COAP
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THE FINNISH BORDER GUARD
AIR PATROL SQUADRON

– FROM CHASING SPIRIT SMUGGLERS TO AIR-SEA RESCUE OPERATIONS
the history of the aerial operations of the
finnish border guard go back to 1930, when
the customs office handed a two-seat vl
sääski ii seaplane over to the coast guard.
the domestically designed and built aircraft
was used, among others, to search spirit
smugglers during the years of the finnish
prohibition. these dangerous missions could
result in shootouts between the pilot and
the smugglers.
During 1932–1934, the Coast Guard increased its fleet
with three Junkers F.13 aircraft, purchased from Aero Ltd
– the airline was replacing its fleet with bigger airliners

at the time. The Coast Guard used the Junkers planes
for the first ambulance flights in the history of Finland
in 1932. As the prohibition ended, focus of the aerial
missions shifted from patrolling to rescue missions.
During the Second World War, the Coast Guard
airplanes were used for sea reconnaissance, ambulance
flights and transporting long-range reconnaissance
patrols. In December 1944, after the Continuation War,
the Coast Guard was merged with the Border Guard.
In 1960, the first helicopters were added to the Border
Guard fleet. The State of Finland purchased two Polish
SM-1 s-600 -helicopters (Polish version of the Soviet
Mil MI-1), and handed them over to the Border Guard.
The Border Guard also received a third Mil Mi-1 -heli-

The Junkers F.13 aircraft (LK 3)
ashore in Lapland in Summer 1938.
Photo: Osmo Malinen / Finnish
Aviation Museum.

copter the same year, which was originally given to the
Finnish Red Cross as an ambulance helicopter. The
helicopter was the 60th birthday present to president
Urho Kekkonen, from the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. The Border Guard also got to operate another
helicopter purchased by the Red Cross in 1965, for
which a major fundraising campaign was organized.
In 1980, the Government approved a proposal to
order first air-sea rescue helicopters. In 1981, three
MI-8-T -helicopters, equipped with air-sea rescue
equipment, were acquired according to the proposal.
The helicopters were first registered to the Finnish Air
Force. Air-sea rescue operations have since became a
key focus of the Border Guard aerial missions – nowadays air-sea rescue missions are conducted daily.

In the 1990s, the aerial units of the Border Guard were
re-organized. Flying units of individual Border and
Coast Guard districts were disbanded, and a separate
Air Patrol Squadron was formed. Currently, the Air
Patrol Squadron bases are located in the Capital
Area, Turku and Rovaniemi.
Nowadays the main tasks of the Air Patrol Squadron
are border control both on land and sea, as well as airsea rescue missions. The Squadron uses multi-engine
helicopters for rescue missions, and mainly airplanes
for patrol flights. The fleet of the Air Patrol Squadron
currently includes 14 helicopters and two airplanes.

Boeing has announced a developed version of the
Super Hornet, known as the F/A-18E/F Advanced
Super Hornet. It has minimized it radar deflection
by adding conformed fuel tanks above the wings
next to the fuselage, and an enclosed weapons pod.
Photo: Boeing

T UR VA L L I S UU SPA LV EL U JEN
T UL E VA I SUUS ON TÄ Ä L L Ä .

the finnish air force f/a-18 hornet fighters
are at the peak of their performance after the
mlu2 update (mid-life update). the life cycle of
the aircraft, however, is closing towards its
end, and new fighters are required in the mid2020’s. the hx fighter program was launched
to choose the new fighter, and it also shows
in the kaivopuisto air show.
in 1992, the Government of Finland decided to order
64 McDonnell-Douglas F/A-18 fighters to replace the
old MiG-21s and Drakens. The Hornet’s competitors
included the French Dassault Mirage 2000, Swedish
Saab JAS 39 A/B Gripen and American General Dynamics F-16 C/D Fighting Falcon.
The choice was the twin-engine McDonnell-Douglas
F/A-18 C/D Hornet Multirole Fighter, which was included
in the competition after it had already started.

W W W . P R E V E N T 3 6 0 . F I

The Finnish Air Force Hornet is currently a different
aircraft than in the 1990’s. During the MLU1 -process,

the pilot received a helmet-mounted display, which
enables the pilot to lock the Sidewinder aim-9x airto-air missile by turning his head. The MLU2 update
included air-to-ground capabilities and modern smart
weapons, including the JASSM cruise missile with a
range of 300 km.
Two Hornets have been lost in accidents, making the
current amount 62. The first aircraft are to be decommissioned around 2025, after 30 years of operations,
and the last ones are to be decommissioned until
2030. A work group preparing the new acquisition
handed their report to the Minister of Defense, Jussi
Niinistö, in 2015. The outcome of the report is, that
the Hornets are to be replaced with a manned multirole fighter.
The Report included five suggestions to succeed the
Hornet: the Swedish Saab JAS 39 E/F Gripen, American Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II and Boeing
F/A-18E/F Super Hornet, French Dassault Rafale and
the multi-national Eurofighter Typhoon.
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THE HX FIGHTER PROGRAM:
FIVE CANDIDATES TO REPLACE
THE FINNISH HORNETS

The French Navy Dassault Rafale M performs a
touch-and-go landing at a U.S. Navy Aircraft Carrier.
The aircraft has large fuel tanks under the wings
and a container under the fuselage enabling aerial
refueling of other aircraft. Photo: U.S. Navy /DVIDS.

The Royal Air Force Eurofighter
Typhoon takes off using the
afterburner. In front, the aircraft
has a pair of canard-wings, and a
delta-wing at the back.
Photo: Eurofighter

A Billion-Euro-Deal
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The cost of the fighter acquisition is estimated around
7 to 10 billion Euros. Such a sum is bound to inspire
some political discussion, especially at a time of severe
budget cuts. Could the Hornets fly longer? Perhaps,
but at the cost of capability. The technical support is
becoming more expensive or altogether non-existent,
as other users give up the type.
After the MLU2 update the Hornet is a fully capable
multirole fighter, but no longer in the late 2020’s – not
to mention 30 years later.

Stealth capabilities of various levels
Nowadays, when speaking of modern fighters, stealth
capabilities – how difficult it is to spot the plane on
radar – are often brought up. Stealth capabilities are
sought with special design – typical features include
sharp corners and saw-toothed hatches. Radar-dampening surfaces are part of the stealth technology.
Another important feature of modern fighters is
sensor fusion. Information from various devices is
combined into one smart screen, to minimize information load to the pilot. Information sources include
the radar, electronic warfare systems and information
from outside sensors via a datalink. Various camera
systems also provide information.

The agility of modern multirole fighters is increased
by making them deliberately unstable, and aiding the
controls via a Fly-by-Wire computer-aided system.
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If a modern fighter enters a dogfight, as seen in the
Top Gun movie, something has already gone wrong.
The objective is to use situational awareness to surprise the enemy already before entering visual range.
This is aided by stealth capabilities, sensor fusion and
long-distance missiles.

Foreign and Defense Policies
Fighter acquisitions are also part of politics. Currently,
Finland has a heritage of co-operation with the United
States for almost Quarter-of-a-Century. On the other
hand, the role of Sweden has often risen in discussions
of defense policies. The Rafale and Eurofighter are
manufactured by European manufacturers.

Acquiring new fighters will cost billions, but so will
operating them in the decades to come. Thus life-cycle costs are important. It is preferable, that the new
fighter remain in production for the years to come. A
greater number of operators help divide the expenses,
as the fighter inevitably needs to be updated.

boeing f/a-18 e/f super hornet
Valmet (current Patria Plc) assembled 57 Hornets in
Finland. This enabled an integral self-sustained maintenance capability.
This is not self-evident in the HX Project. For instance,
the only European country to manufacture the F-35
Fighters is Italy. The multi-national Eurofighters are
assembled in several countries. The Rafale is typically
branded as a French product. However, as the competition becomes more intense, the manufacturers are
bound to accept compromises.

At the first glance, the Super Hornet can easily be
mistaken with the Legacy Hornet (F-18 C/D). It is,
however, a new, larger aircraft. The most recognizable
difference are the rectangular air intakes. The Super
Hornet flew its maiden flight in 1995. Apart from the
U.S. Navy, the aircraft is operated in Australia, and
new deals are being discussed.
A new version of the fighter, the Advanced Super
Hornet, is being developed. It has improved stealth

capabilities for instance by adding conformal fuel
tanks and an enclosed weapons pod.

eurofighter typhoon
The Eurofighter is a multi-national, European project,
including the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain and
Italy. All the manufacturing countries have production
lines. The aircraft flew its maiden flight in 1994. Eurofighter has around 70 % of composite materials, and a
canad-delta-wing structure.
The twin-engine Eurofighter became a powerful and
agile aircraft. It has successfully dogfighted with F-22
Raptor, which is thought to be the current top air
superiority fighter.
Recently, more foreign customers have also shown
interest towards the Eurofighter.

Three U.S. Air Force Lockheed
Martin F-35A Lightning II fighters
taxi at the Luke Air Force Base
in Arizona. Photo: Lentoposti.fi /
Miikka Hult

saab jas 39 gripen

dassault rafale

The Saab Gripen continues the heritage of successful
Swedish fighters. The aircraft, which flew its maiden
flight in 1988, has a canard-delta-wing structure.

The Rafale has a canard-delta-wing structure. The
twin-engine aircraft is mostly French-built, including
its weapon systems.

The Gripen has served well, and gained some success in the export market. A new version, the JAS 39
E, is currently being developed. It has achieved an
increased weapon and fuel load by re-arranging the
landing gear.

The Rafale flew its maiden flight in 1986. It was
developed after France resigned from the Eurofighter
project.

The new version has also sought to improve stealth
capabilities.

The Rafale is an agile and powerful aircraft, with a low
radar deflection. Exporting the aircraft started slowly,
but recently the Rafale has attracted interest.

The demo plane of the new Saab JAS 39E Gripen.
The aircraft is loaded with two heat-seeking IRIS-T
air-to-air missiles, four radar-seeking Meteor
missiles and two laser-guided Paveway bombs.
Photo: Saab
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The F-35 II was developed as a stealth fighter for the
purposes of the U.S. Air Force, Navy and Marines.

The F-35C version, designed for the U.S. Navy, is capable of operating from aircraft carriers. The plane has a
bigger wing and enforced landing gear.

The development process were shadowed by various
difficulties, as well as rising costs. The maiden flight
was in 2006. Currently, the benefits of serial production are starting to show, and the price is lowering.

To minimize radar deflection, the F-35 carries its
weapon load within the fuselage. If stealth capabilities
are not needed, extra weapons can be installed under
the wings. The F-35 may not exceed in dogfights, but
this is compensated with sensor fusion and a helmet-mounted display.

The F-35A is the basic Air Force model. The F-35B is
designed for the Marines, and is capable of Short TakeOff and Vertical Landing (STOVL). It has a vertical fan in
the front fuselage, and its nozzle can turn downwards.

Over 3.000 F-35 fighters have been ordered, with
around ten customers outside the United States.

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet
Length 18,38 m
Wingspan 13,68 m
Empty Weight 14 552 kg
Maximum Speed Mach 1.8

Rafale
Length 15,27 m
Wingspan 10,90 m
Empty Weight 9850 m
Maximum Speed Mach 1.8

Eurofighter
Length 15,96 m
Wingspan 10,95 m
Empty Weight 11 150 kg
Maximum Speed Mach 2

F-35 Lightning II
Length 15,67 m
Wingspan 10,67 m
Empty Weight 13 290 kg
Maximum Speed Mach 1.6

JAS 39 Gripen
Length 15,2 m
Wingspan 8,6 m
Empty Weight 8000 kg
Maximum Speed Mach 2

An updated and translated summary of an article originally published in ”Reserviläinen” -magazine 2/2016.

lockheed martin f-35 lightning ii

THE FINNISH
AVIATION MUSEUM

and Track, air-to-air weapons capacity and other customizable options to extend range, reduce signature
and allow for long-range targeting against future threats. It’s part of a larger commitment to ensure the
Super Hornet remains affordably dominant, always at the forefront of innovation and capability.

F/A-18E / F SUPER HORNET
RAY T HEON

NOR T HROP GRUMMAN

the importance of preserving aviation heritage had
already been understood in the 1920’s and 1930’s. For
instance, examples of many rare aircraft types of the
early decades had been preserved. After the Second
World War, the heritage was not preserved systematically, apart from individual aircraft restoration projects
and museum exhibits.
After a discussion raised in the 1960’s, the Aviation
Museum Society began working to establish a museum
specialized solely in aviation. The first exhibition of the
Finnish Aviation Musem was opened in June 1972, at the
Helsinki Airport.
In 1975, a work group (vilmu) investigating the possibility of founding a national aviation museum suggested
the Helsinki Airport area as the location of the museum.
The new museum building was constructed alongside

GENERAL EL EC T RIC

BOEING

the current Karhumäentie, and the opening ceremony
of the museum was held in 1981.
The Aviation Museum Association handed governing
responsibilities of the Museum to the Finnish Aviation
Museum Foundation, founded in 1996. The background
communities of the Foundation include the Aviation
Museum Association, Finnair Plc, Finavia Plc, the Finnish
Aeronautical Association, Patria Plc and the City of
Vantaa. The Finnish Air Force also participates in the
administration, although not being a founding member.
Since 1997, the Finnish Aviation Museum has been a
National Specialized Museum, responsible of preserving
the tradition and heritage of all aviation in Finland.
In addition to the Finnish Aviation Museum, there is
another professional aviation museum in Finland. The
Finnish Air Force Museum is located in Tikkakoski, in
the near vicinity of the Jyväskylä Airport. There are
also fours smaller museums, the Hallinportti Aviation
Museum in Halli, the Päijänne-Tavastia Aviation Museum
at the Vesivehmaa Airfield in Asikkala, the Carelian
Aviation Museum in the Lappeenranta Airport area and
the Flying Museum at Kymi Airfield.
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threats. The Advanced Super Hornet is the latest proof, offering conformal fuel tanks, Infrared Search

B:11.25”

S:10”

The F/A-18 Super Hornet was designed with built-in growth potential necessary to outpace evolving

T:10.75”

Evolve. Advance. Prevail.

the finnish aviation museum’s road to become
the main organizer of the kaivopuisto air
show began almost five decades ago. in december 1969, the aviation museum association
was founded to establish a national aviation
museum. after the founding meeting, the over
200 participants strongly agreed, that finland required an aviation museum of its own.

Architect’s vision of the new
Museum: Helsinki Zürich Office Ltd

come visit the aviation museum!
The Finnish Aviation Museum is an interesting place
to visit during the Summer. The museum is located
in Aviapolis, Vantaa, and you can easily get there for
instance by train. The Museum is open Mon–Fri 10–20,
and Sat–Sun 10–17.
There is plenty to see and experience at the Aviation
Museum. In addition to the dozens of aircraft of the
main exhibition, you can take controls yourself in one of
the Museum’s flight simulators. Children enjoy beautiful
summer days outside, in our Children’s World.
In June, a Special Exhibition about the history of the
Swedish aerospace and defense company Saab – the
company was founded in 1937, originally as an aircraft
factory (Svenska Aeroplan AB), and celebrated its
80th Anniversary in April. The Exhibition is produced
in co-operation with Saab AB, and is open from 21.6.
to 30.9.
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Don’t forget, that you get free entry to the Aviation
Museum until the end of the year by showing this
magazine!

THE FINNISH AVIATION MUSEUM
RENOVATION PROJECT
in 1981, the finnish aviation museum moved
to its current location from the basement
of the helsinki airport. at the time, nobody
spoke of “aviapolis” – let alone dreamt that
the remote forest area at the boundaries of
the airport would once be the heart of the
development in vantaa. the aviation museum
has, quite literally, been found itself in the
center of development.
since the early 1980’s, the Museum facilities have
been expanded several times. The emphasis has
been in getting as many historical aircraft as possible
indoors, safe from the weather and vandalism. This

has succeeded to the degree, that the current facilities
are grievously overstuffed. Due to tight construction
budgets, the technical requirements of the facilities
were low. The exhibition halls are unheated, making
conditions unfavorable for collection items and visitors alike. Aging of the low-cost premises has caused
increased problems over the years.
As planning of the Aviapolis region has proceeded,
the landowners, the City of Vantaa and Finavia, have
expressed their wish for the Museum to upgrade
its facilities. This was connected to the upcoming
expiration of the rental agreement of the Museum’s
site. Even thought the Foundation owns the premises
itself, renovating the facilities without a long-term

www.ilmailumuseo.fi

rental agreement has not been possible. Thus, in 2012,
the Board of the Finnish Aviation Museum Foundation
decided to launch a renovation project to build new,
up-to-date premises for the Finnish Aviation Museum.
As I write this, the sim 2020 renovation project is in
the stage of planning. Several different co-operation
and funding models are currently being investigated.
The Museum is open for new ideas and initiatives, as
the Kaivopuisto Air Show proves! Our wish is to build a
new Museum or an Exhibition Center right next to the
Railway Station of Aviapolis, as a monument of the Helsinki Airport area. An aviation museum belongs to an
international airport just as a Railway Museum belongs
to a railway or a Maritime Musem at the shore!

The new Museum, its inspiring exhibitions and other
experiences provide the public with the joy of flying
in all its forms, around the year, despite the weather
conditions. We wish to bring up the century-old Finnish history of aviation in a way it deserves. Thus we
are prepared to do our best to gather both public and
private support for our cause. We believe the Kaivopuisto Air Show is a turning point on this leg. If you want
to stay onboard, stay tuned!
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The Finland 100 Hot Air Balloon,
OH-FIN, tours around Finland.

Book your flight!
Säästä aikaa, rahaa
ja henkilöresursseja
yhden kumppanin
kanssa.

Inquiries:
Henri Äijälä, tel. 044 754 7754,
henri.aijala@ilmailumuseo.fi
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Helikopterilennätystä 09.06.2017
Helikopterikeskus Oy järjestää yleisölennätystä helikoptereilla, Suomen Ilmailumuseon järjestämän suurtapahtuman;
Kaivopuiston lentonäytöksen yhteydessä.
Varmista paikkasi ostamalla liput ennakkoon sivustomme www.helikopterikeskus.com / yhteydenottokaavakkeen
kautta, tai soittamalla numeroon: 09 686 0630.
Lennätyspaikka: Hernesaaren helikopterikenttä. Lennätyksen hinta 70€/matkustaja. Säävaraus.

www.HELIKOPTERIKESKUS.com

KUN TAPAHTUMAAN
OSALLISTUU 85 000 IHMISTÄ,

MITÄ TAHANSA
VOI TAPAHTUA.
L&T järjestää tapahtumaan muun muassa
• Bajamaja-saniteettipalvelut
• sisä- ja ulkotilojen puhtaanapidon
• jätehuoltosuunnitelman, lajittelu- ja roska-astiat
L&T:n tapahtumapalveluilla on kokemusta niin massatapahtumien
kuin yksityistilaisuuksien järjestämisestä. Jokaiselle tapahtumalle
nimetään oma vastuuhenkilö, joka vastaa tapahtuman suunnittelusta.
Yhden kumppanin kanssa toimiminen helpottaa projektinhallintaa
sekä säästää aikaa ja rahaa.

www.lassila-tikanoja.fi
JÄTEHUOLTO JA KIERRÄTYS
KIINTEISTÖHUOLTO
KIINTEISTÖTEKNIIKKA
SIIVOUS JA TUKIPALVELUT
VIEMÄRIHUOLTO
KORJAUSRAKENTAMINEN
PROSESSIPUHDISTUS
YMPÄRISTÖRAKENTAMINEN

